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Abstract

This paper presents an ex-post empirical analysis of the impact of European electricity mar-

ket reforms on markups of firms. The working hypothesis is that further economic integration

would bring competition into electricity markets reflected by lower markups of electricity firms.

The results show that reforms have gradually reduced the markups, but the markup premium

of incumbent firms is on average larger than theoretical models would predict under effective

economic integration. Considering regional proximity and heterogeneity of firms along the

supply chain, the results suggest that better market access and cross-border arbitrage disci-

plined the markups, but have not led to competitive market outcomes due to prevailing market

concentration and insufficient unbundling of transmission and distribution channels.
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1 Introduction

European electricity market reforms in the last decade were meant not only to secure reliable and

safe supply of electricity but also to bring more competition in the market (Commission (2007a)

and Commission (2007b)). Liberalization of European electricity sector would ideally integrate

national systems into a single European electricity market and therewith mitigate the markups of

incumbent electricity firms (e.g. Smeers (1997), Smeers (2005)). This paper investigates to what

extent EU regulatory measures induced competition as reflected by the markups of electricity firms.

Providing systematic evidence on responsiveness of firms’ markups towards regulatory measures

is relevant for an accurate assessment of their effectiveness, nonetheless because markups in the

upstream sector can be passed on consumers in downstream sectors through higher prices (see

Arnold et al. (2006) and Arnold and Scarpetta (2008)). Previous literature guides the economic

mechanism in support of the econometric analysis (in particular, Laffont and Tirole (1993), Wolak

(1994), Borenstein et al. (2002)). In the neoclassical profit-maximization models firms charge

high prices to obtain high markups, but economic integration facilitates pro-competitive effects

reflected by lower markups. In a similar vein, the agency asymmetric pricing models suggest that

re-regulation provides incentives for markup adjustments to the level of competitive rivals. A

simple theoretical model presented in this paper follows Bushnell et al. (2008) to demonstrate that

restructuring towards greater integration leads to more competitive outcomes. A decline in the

average markup is linked to increased competition from restructured electricity systems, which

facilitates trading activity to arbitrage electricity between different national markets.

The econometric model builds upon the Roeger (1995) approach, which main advantage is that

it does not suffer from endogeneity issues when estimating firm-specific markups. The measures

of regulatory changes are constructed carefully to consider complementarity and sequencing of

reforms, as motivated by Dewatripont and Roland (1992) and Dewatripont and Roland (1995).

The empirical analysis confirms the theoretical predictions showing that reforms have gradually

reduced the markups. A decomposition of the markup change indicates that better market access

and cross-border arbitrage lead to lower markups, while greater market concentration and bundling

of transmission and distribution channels have the opposite effect. Moreover, private-owned firms

appear to have lower markups in concentrated markets where barriers of entry are high. The

results are consistent with the studies by Wolfram (1999), Jamasb and Pollitt (2005) and Roeller

et al. (2007), which argue that imperfectly competitive outcomes are largely due to insufficient

unbundling, rigid financial contracts and limited cross-border arbitrage of electricity constrained by

poor investments into the interconnection grid. The results are robust to alternative specifications

and controlled for the firm-specific attributes inherent to the electricity sector.

Conceptually, the price-cost margin measures the extent to which firms are able to exercise their

market power. The marginal cost is typically not directly observed by analysts, since costs are the

private information of firms. As it has been commonly applied in the electricity market studies,

the presumed marginal cost in the measures of price-cost margins is the average cost or operating

cost of the last generator that would be dispatched to meet energy demand (Joskow (1997) and

Brennan (2004)). As pointed out by Brennan (2004), even the most expensive marginal generator

has to expect that prices will on average not only cover variable costs but also fixed capital costs.

Therefore, high markups do not necessarily mean that firm has large market power at all times,

but rather that market power is exercised in times of capacity constraints. This might particularly

be problematic, if one estimates price-cost margins based on high-frequency data with daily peak
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and off-peak levels of demand. High short-term price-cost margins might then not indicate anti-

competitive pricing of firms, but rather that firms are approaching their capacity limits (Brennan

(2004)). To assess if these prices are inappropriately high relative to marginal costs one would

ideally like to compare discounted present value of revenues received from electricity sales of a firm

rather than individual plant over longer time span.

This paper takes into account these concerns. First, I consider that market liberalization may

not yield significantly different impact for firms within the group of the parent company and

instead treat these plants in a consolidated way, i.e. aggregated up to the firm level. Second,

I consider regional proximity of firms and potential capacity constraints related to the size of

interconnected infrastructure grid by clustering those firms which are in close competition within

the markets defined. Third, I consider annual data rather than high-frequency data to avoid

estimating markups at peak levels of demand. Fourth, I identify different types of firms (i.e.

generating, transmitting and distributing firms) and include a dummy variable distinguishing them

in econometric estimations. Finally in the sensitivity analysis, I consider not only fixed capital but

also variable capital of firms.1

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes in more detail European

regulation of the electricity systems. Section 3 presents a theoretical framework that guides the

empirical analysis. Section 4 develops the empirical strategy to estimate the price-cost margins

of firms and their casual relationship with the regulatory changes. Section 5 presents the main

results and discusses the robustness checks. Section 6 concludes.

2 Institutional Background

Liberalization initiatives in Europe have begun in the beginning of 1990s following the launch of the

Single European Act.2 The objective was to open up national electricity markets and ultimately

establish a single European market for electricity. An integrated market would benefit end-users of

electricity by lowering prices and improving quality of service, while eventually reducing price-cost

margins and costs of electricity firms resulting from fiercer competition.

The liberalization process has been extensive in its scope, because it has concerned the largest

cross-jurisdictional market for electricity in the world with distinct national legislations. That

is why inter-related reforms have been pursued across European Union and within each Member

State. Under EU Electricity Market Directives, each Member State was required to implement at

least a minimum set of reforms at national level in due time. In parallel, European Commission

has promoted a cross-border integration of national electricity markets by invoking the principles

of Single Market under which consumers would be free to choose suppliers and the firms could

supply the markets of their choice (Green (2006), Jamasb and Pollitt (2005)).

2.1 EU Electricity Market Directives

Distinct characteristics of the electricity sector have shaped Commission’s liberalization efforts.

Different optimal economies of scale characterize four main segments in the electricity industry,

which are generation, high-voltage transmission, low-voltage distribution and retailing of electricity

to consumers (Green (2006)). Initially, an electricity firm has a large investment cost in infras-

1The revenues and costs of firms are considered in real terms using appropriate country-sector specific deflators.
2See the official texts by Commission (2003a), Commission (2003b), Commission (2004)).
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tructure that does not depend on output, but the marginal cost of transmitting and distributing

additional units of electricity is roughly constant and small. An electricity firm has thus large in-

centives to bundle electricity generation with transmission, distribution and retailing to electricity

consumers. Since electricity is non-storable, a certain degree of regulation is nonetheless needed to

secure its delivery through an infrastructure grid with balanced supply and demand at all nodes

(Jamasb and Pollitt (2005)).

Up to date, there have been three step-wise EU Electricity Market Directives. The first di-

rective was implemented in 1996 and enforced by 1997 to promote competition based on three

pillars: First, by opening competition in electricity generation process, second, to facilitate access

to infrastructure grid, and third, to initiate unbundling of services provided by vertically-integrated

electricity firms. While stipulating a certain degree of progress at national level, the first directive

left discretion to Member States with regard to introducing competition by implementing each of

these reform steps (Commission (2003a), Commission (2003b), Commission (2004)).

The progress under the first directive was limited and there was need for the second directive

to set stricter objectives. The second EU Electricity Market Reform was launched in 2003 and

aimed at freeing the entry into electricity generation, unbundling of transmission and distribution

channels, monitoring competition in retail and wholesale supply by independent national author-

ity, strengthening the role of regulator to secure safe and reliable supply, and ultimately establish

a single European market for electricity (Commission (2003a), Commission (2003b), Commission

(2004)). In September 2007, the EU Commission proposed the third electricity market direc-

tive with amendments of the previous directive. The main changes were that all Member States

should have established independent regulators of the electricity and gas markets and that gener-

ation, transmission, and distribution should have been further separated than before (Commission

(2003a), Commission (2003b). To investigate how differences in liberalization efforts across differ-

ent EU countries influenced the markups, I construct several proxy variables of electricity market

reforms. In particular, I gather information from national statistical sources and the International

Energy Agency on the time-varying state of each country’s de jure and de facto use of national leg-

islation and performance of the wholesale and retail markets. I proxy a de jure national policy by

the number of years passed since the implementation of the first national Electricity Act. Similarly,

I proxy a de facto use of legislation by the number of active years of the national operating au-

thority responsible for regulating and monitoring national electricity markets. The functioning of

the national wholesale and retail markets is measured by variables capturing their establishments,

operational experience and in the case of retail markets also the degree of customer switching, as

explained in detail in Data Appendix.

2.2 Introducing Competition in the Market

The EU Electricity Market Directives recognized that liberalization requires a suitable market

structure within which effective competition can be achieved. On the one hand, the reform steps

aimed at separating generation from transmission and distribution channels. On the other hand,

the reform steps aimed at horizontal splitting of market concentration of the largest firms to

create effective competition in generation and retailing where economies of scale favor competition

(Jamasb (2002), (Joskow (2003) and (Newberry (2002)).

The electricity is a rather homogeneous product for which high fixed costs deter entry of poten-

tial competitors. If a firm controls the entire supply chain, the situation easily resembles natural
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Figure 1: Indicators of market opening to competition

monopoly where the largest supplier has an overwhelming cost advantage over potential competi-

tors in the market. An electricity firm faces large start-up costs independently of output, while

marginal cost of transmitting and distributing additional units of electricity are much lower and

stable over time. The market for electricity is regionally fragmented with rather inelastic demand

elasticity as electricity consumption relies on a potentially congested transmission network (e.g.

Joskow (1997), Joskow (2003), Jamasb and Pollitt (2005), Wolak (2006) and Roeller et al. (2007)).

Hence, the size of electricity firms is not unambiguously linked to the level of markups, since the

firms with very small market shares can exert substantial markups in periods of high demand

when generation capacity is tight and their output is required to satisfy demand (Borenstein et al.

(2002), Smeers (2005), Bushnell et al. (2008)).

There is a large regional fragmentation with several electricity systems in the EU roughly

divided according to the interconnected grid into the UK-Ireland zone, Nordic zone including

Norway, west European zone, Iberian zone and Italian zone (ERGEG (2008), Roeller et al. (2007)).

Figure 1 presents evolution of different indicators of reform steps across these zonal markets. The

plotted lines refer to the average values of each indicator across EU15 and Norway.

The indicators of entry barriers, vertical integration and public ownership are calculated by

using the OECD database on market regulation in energy, transport and communications (OECD

(2009). The indicator of entry barriers is based upon information on the terms and conditions of

third party access (TPA) to the electricity transmission grid, the liberalization degree of wholesale

markets, and the minimum consumption thresholds that consumers must exceed so they can choose

freely their electricity supplier. The index of vertical integration builds upon information on the

degree of vertical separation between the transmission and generation segments of the electricity

industry. The market share of the largest electricity firm is based on the Eurostat electricity indus-

try data. As shown by Figure 1, national markets have become increasingly open to competition,

but with far less unbundling of vertical channels and weak progress in horizontal splitting of firms’

market shares. The preliminary evidence presented by Figure 1 and Table A1 show there is a con-

siderable variation across European countries in terms of specific regulatory areas.3 This evidence

3Roeller et al. (2007), ERGEG (2007) and ERGEG (2008)) also document large variation in degrees of internal
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motivates the econometric analysis, where I expect that price-cost margins will be positively as-

sociated with market concentration, but could have gradually declined over time due to increased

competition fostered by liberalization efforts.

2.3 Ownership

Joskow (1997) argues that production of electricity used to rely intensively on public or private

monopoly suppliers, whose strategic behavior has been regulated by governments. On the one hand,

the cost-inefficient storage of electricity, the limited interconnection capacities and availability of

technology have favored large and vertically integrated generation facilities owned by a small

number of firms. On the other hand, the institutional barriers have hampered competitive gains

that could emerge from unbundled products among which consumers could switch easily.4

Figure 1 plots the index of public ownership retrieved from the ETCR database (OECD (2009)),

which builds upon information of the ownership structure of the largest companies in the genera-

tion, transmission, distribution, and supply segments of the electricity industry. State involvement

in electricity sector has reduced by about 24% over 1994-2007, but there has been little reduction

in horizontal market concentration on average about 11% across Europe (from 58% to 52% over

1994-2007). This suggests that firms might have reacted to liberalization efforts. If firms could not

have influenced the market rules, they could have influenced the market structure by increasing

their cross-border market shares through changes in ownership structure (Green (2006)).

Damijan et al. (2005), Damijan and Knell (2005) and Konings et al. (2005) suggest that priva-

tization could lead to more competitive outcomes as the changes in ownership structure improve

the performance of firms, however conditional on the prevailing market concentration. There is

evidence that privatization delivers benefits when combined with effective restructuring and regu-

lation (Newberry and Pollitt (1997) and Newberry (2002)).5 An increase in sector-wide ownership

diversity can facilitate direct competition in the generation and supply activities and yardstick

regulation of networks by comparative performance (Jamasb and Pollitt (2005)). Privatization

can also provide significant proceeds for the government and reduce its future liabilities (Newberry

and Pollitt (1997)). However, privatization is not a prerequisite for liberalization. In theory, com-

petition and incentive regulation can be applied to publicly owned firms (e.g. Norway as discussed

by Jamasb and Pollitt (2005)).

3 Theoretical Framework

The recent theoretical literature assessing the market power of electricity firms typically refers to

structural equilibrium models, which are discussed in more detail by Smeers (2005). In principle,

an equilibrium unit commitment model decomposes a period of time into smaller segments at which

competition and note that the Nordic market is the most advanced in terms of effective international integration,
while the Iberian and Italian markets are particularly lagging behind. The authors emphasize the importance of
west European market, which is the largest regional market and its development determines further progress toward
an integrated European electricity market.

4The environment has been evolving and development of new technologies does not exclusively favor large
generation utilities in order to gain from economies of scale and scope. Moreover, electricity is becoming increasingly
differentiated product in terms of ecological compliances, reliability and safety of supply (Commission (2007a),
Commission (2007b), Roeller et al. (2007)).

5The issues of privatization and legal separation of transmission and distribution from generation are often
inter-related. As noted by Green (2006), to ensure efficient and non-discriminatory network access, it is appropriate
that distribution and transmission systems are operated through legally separate entities where vertically integrated
undertakings exist (Green (2006)).
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the output and market price are assumed to be fixed (Smeers (2005)).6 Consumers h ∈ {1, ...,H}
have inverted demand function pt(dht) at each period of time and firms i ∈ {1, ..., N} maximize

their profits by choosing the operation level of each running unit to satisfy the demand of consumers

at minimal cost Cit(qit) = Kit + citqit, which may include both start-up capacity costs (Kit) and

operational variable costs (citqit). In the equilibrium model, demand and supply instantaneously

meet at every period of time t, so that
N∑
i=1

qit =
H∑
h=1

dht.

The unit commitment model has been among others used by Joskow and Kahn (2002) and

Borenstein et al. (2002), in which marginal costs of electricity generation are simulated for different

periods of time and compared to the observed prices in these periods. Bushnell et al. (2008)

additionally apply a counterfactual approach to compare the perfectly competitive outcomes with

the outcomes of Cournot type of competition. In this model, firms exercise market power, if the

simulated price under Cournot competition exceeds the perfectly competitive price.7

The framework presented below follows closely Bushnell et al. (2008) to provide economic

intuition about the link between integration and the markups of firms. The model demonstrates

that economic integration in terms of greater integration of wholesale and retail markets imposes

downward pressure on the markups of incumbent firms that are simultaneously exposed to external

competition, for example, from the electricity supplied through the cross-border imports or by

smaller units operating only at certain periods of time (see Borenstein et al. (2002)). The model

by Bushnell et al. (2008) is an elegant version of the equilibrium unit commitment model, which

considers Cournot competition at the wholesale and retail levels. Firms thus maximize profits by

using production quantities as the strategic decision variable. The total production of firm i at

time t is represented by qit and the retail sales are denoted by qrit. Following Bushnell et al. (2008),

each strategic firm i at independent period of time t maximizes its profits:

πit(qit, q
r
it) = pt(qit, q(N−1)t)[qit − qrit] + prt (q

r
it, q

r
(N−1)t)q

r
it − citqit −Kit (2.1)

where q(N−i)t and qr(N−i)t are the quantity produced and retail quantity supplied by the other

(N − i) firms in Eq. (2.1) and pt and prt are the wholesale and retail market prices, respectively. In

general, the equilibrium positions of firms consider both wholesale and retail demand elasticities

as well as production capacity (Kit) and marginal costs (cit). However, in the unit commitment

model both retail quantity and prices are fixed at each unit or segment of time t. Under these

assumptions, Bushnell et al. (2008) develop the Cournot equilibrium as the set of quantities that

simultaneously satisfy the first order conditions for each firm i at time t as:

∂πit
∂qit

= [pt(qit, q(N−i)t)− cit(qit)− rit(qit)] ≥ [qrit − qit]
∂pt
∂qit

(2.2)

Equation (2.2) shows that the retail position of firm i matters for the level of its markup.

As the retail supply increases towards the quantity produced, the marginal revenue approaches

the wholesale price. This implies that the Cournot model with greater economic integration of

wholesale and retail markets leads to the markups, which are closer to a competitive outcome,

where the market price equals marginal revenues of the firm (see Bushnell et al. (2008)). The

6The backbone of the equilibrium unit commitment models is the optimal dispatch model, which has been devel-
oped by the electrical engineers to solve short-run optimizations of the generation systems to satisfy an exogenously
given demand, as discussed in more detail by Smeers (2005).

7This framework has been further extended to include other attributes of the electricity sector, such as electricity
transmission and price discrimination between different types of consumers as discussed by Smeers (2005).
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difficulty of these models arises from identification of the marginal cost curve in the market.

Within a certain period, different units of firms may operate at different segments of marginal cost

curve, depending on the overall utilization of capacity in the market.8 In general, the marginal

costs of firm i can be defined as:

pt(qit, q(N−i)t)− cit(qit)− rit(qit) ≥ 0 (2.3)

where the pure markup premium (pt−cit) should exclude the rent of capacity utilization rit(qit)

to assure the investment incentives of firms in terms of scarcity rents of capacity Kit, as pointed

out by Smeers (2005).9 The wholesale market price is determined from the firms’ residual demand

function (Qit), which equals the market demand (Qmt ) net of supply from imports
M∑
j=1

qjt(pt) and

the fraction
F∑
f=1

qft(pt) of small units f ∈ {1, ..., F} that supply electricity only at the peak levels

of demand. Bushnell et al. (2008) model the additional supply as a function of price, thereby

providing price responsiveness to Qit as:

Qit(pt) = Qmt −
M∑
j=1

qjt(pt)−
F∑
f=1

qft(pt) (2.4)

The simple model above demonstrates that restructuring towards greater integration leads to

more competitive outcomes. Moreover, a decline in the average markup is linked to increased

competition from restructured electricity systems, which facilitates trading activity to arbitrage

between different markets.

In what follows, I look for a testable econometric model to estimate the response of electricity

firms’ markups to reforms aimed at integrated European electricity market. The marginal costs

are very difficult to measure directly in the data as pointed out in the previous literature. Smeers

(2005) notes that the relevant cost is the long-run marginal cost, which is equal to the short-run

marginal cost only when the electricity system is optimally dimensioned and prices are sufficient to

justify new investments. By contrast, comparing prices with short-run variable costs may lead to

upward biased estimates of markups, reflecting the short-run excessive market power in situations

of tight capacities. Borenstein et al. (2008) use unique US data, which allows them to explicitly

model marginal cost curve for a certain fraction of electricity units, but for the rest of them they

find it impractical due to data limitations. These concerns are considered in the following sub-

sections to formulate testable econometric model that allows a direct estimation of the average

long-term markup for a representative sample of European electricity firms.

8For example, the hydro-plants may operate exclusively at the peak-loads in certain periods of time, when
demand for electricity exceeds the capacity of other sources of electricity, while the nuclear plant must operate
permanently due to technical requirements. The short-term demand is rather inelastic and companies with very
small market shares can sometimes exert substantial market power in periods of high demand when generation
capacity is tight and their output is required to satisfy demand (Borenstein et al. (2002), Smeers (2005)).

9Smeers (2005) discusses different extensions of equilibrium models to account for the investment decision
function of firms to invest in their capacities. Firms invest in new capacities, if they can sell their output forward
over the long run. In principle, this model under certain assumptions comes close to Bushnell et al. (2008) in
predicting that a forward commitment towards the greater amount produced leads to more competitive outcomes
as the marginal revenue approaches the wholesale price.
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4 Empirical Methodology

4.1 Baseline Model

The fundamental measure of the exercise of market power is the price-cost margin, which measures

the degree to which prices exceed marginal costs. Prices above marginal cost lead to inefficient

allocations, because of relatively low consumption at uncompetitive prices. In most industries, it is

not possible to directly calculate price-cost margins, because marginal costs are usually privately-

held information of firms (Borenstein et al. (1999)). Hence, the Roeger (1995) approach is used

to specify the baseline econometric model. The main intuition of this method is that the markup

term is embodied in the measurement of the total factor productivity (TFP) growth, which is

the output growth not accounted for by the growth in inputs. Roeger (1995) exploits the earlier

empirical findings (e.g. Abbot et al. (1989)) that productivity measure can be estimated either as

the residual in the production function or as the residual of the dual cost function. In fact, Roeger

(1995) argues that the dual Solow residual capturing output and production factor prices nests

the same productivity term that will cancel out, if the dual Solow residual is deducted from the

primal Solow residual (Solow (1957)).10 I hereby outline the baseline model, while the necessary

derivation steps are explained in Appendix.

Consider a log-linear production function Qit = G(Kit, Lit,Mit)Eit for output Qit, where Kit,

Lit, and Mit are capital, labor and material inputs (Iit) and Eit is a shift variable representing

changes in productivity efficiency of a firm i at time t. That is, total factor productivity (TFP)

is a residual between actual and potential output and this consideration is standard in litera-

ture (e.g. Hall (1988), Harrison (1994), Olley and Pakes (1996), Fabrizio et al. (2007). Roeger

(1995) circumvents the potential problem coming from the correlation of inputs with the output by

subtracting the price-based from the output-based Solow residual. Decomposition of the markup

and the technology component from the output-based Solow residual SRit and price-based Solow

residual SRPit is a crucial step in the Roeger method and are expressed as:

SRit = µit(∆qit −∆kit) + (ξit − µit)eit (2.5)

SRPit = µit(∆FKit −∆pit) + (ξit − µit)eit (2.6)

where the right-hand side is decomposed in the markup and the pure technology component,

where Lerner index for a firm i at time t is denoted by µit = Pit−cit
Pit

, scale economies are denoted by

ξit and small letters refer to the logarithms.11 Similar to Fabrizio et al. (2007), I hereby implicitly

assume that production factors are to a certain degree substitutable only in the long-run, but fixed

in the medium-run.12

The output-based and price-based residuals are respectively the differences between the growth

rates of output ∆qit and weigthed inputs αIit∆Iit, and alternatively the differences between the

growth rates of output prices ∆pit and weigthed input prices αIit∆FIit. More formally, the Solow

residuals can be expressed as:

10Such approach for deriving of the markups under imperfect competition has been further followed by, among
others, Martins et al. (1996), Konings and Vandenbussche (2005), and Vandenbussche and Zarnic (2008).

11Roeger (1995) shows that the change in the marginal cost (4cit) is a weighted average of the changes in input
prices (FIit) with respect to their relative cost shares in the firm’s cost function (φIit), accounting for the change in
technology (eit), i.e. 4cit = φIit4FIit −4eit. The original Roeger (1995) method is adjusted to variable returns
to scale by weighting the production function by economies of scale ξit, estimated by the least squares (LS).

12This assumption is relaxed in the next sub-section, in which I consider that firms can adjust a fraction of their
capital to current demand shocks.
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SRit = ∆qit −
∑
I

αIit∆Iit (2.7)

SRPit =
∑
I

αIit∆FIit −∆pit (2.8)

where the share of inputs (Iit) in total revenues (PitQit) are denoted by αIit = FIitIit
PitQit

with

the letters F and P representing input and output prices. To obtain a price-cost margin term

µit = Pit−cit
pit

, which can be directly estimated, one has to subtract the price-based residual SRPit

from the output-based residual SRit as:

(4qit +4pit)−
∑
I

αIit∆FIit = µit[(4qit +4pit)− (4kit +4FKit)] (2.9)

The price-cost margin term (µit) in (2.9) can be estimated consistently, because the error term

capturing unobserved productivity shocks has canceled out. The baseline econometric model is

thus simply specified as:

∆yit = ai + µ1∆xit + εit (2.10)

where the left-hand side variable (4Yit) represents the difference between the Solow residuals and

the right-hand side explanatory variable (4Xit) represents the growth rate of output per value of

capital with the white noise error term εit for firm i at time t. In the empirical analysis, I first

compute the average returns of scale ξit at the 3-digit electricity industry level from the production

function Qit = EitK
αK
it LαL

it M
αM
it to compute the weighted shares of input costs (

∑
I

αIit∆FIit) in

Eq. (2.9) as:13

∑
I

αIit∆FIit = (ξit − αLit − αMit)4 FKit + αLit 4 FLit + αMit 4 FMit

4.2 Alternative Approach: Variable Capital Model

In this approach, firms can adjust a fraction of their capital assets to current demand shocks as

previously formulated by Roeger and Warzynski (2004). This extension allows us to come closer to

the estimate of pure markup premium, which is controlled for the part of scarcity rent of capacity

utilization rit in (2.2) providing incentives for future investments. In other words, capital consists

of a fixed component and a variable component. This approach allows the sunk costs, which

characterize the electricity sector, to be taken explicitly into account by considering a component

of variable capital in the estimation of markups.

Consider a log-linear production function Qsit = min(αLitLit, αKitK
v
it)−K

f
it with the variable

capital input Kv
it = sitKit where sit measures the degree of variable capital within the capital

stock Kit.
14 Similar to Roeger (1995) with the share of inputs in revenues, consider now the share

of inputs in total costs. The output and price-based Solow residuals are defined as:

SRsit = 4qit − (αsKit 4 kit + αsLit 4 lit + αsMit 4mit) +4eit (2.11)

SRP sit = αsKit 4 FKit + αsLit 4 FLit + αsMit 4 FMit −4pit −4eit (2.12)

13The returns to scale are estimated with a translog LS model and are in the range from 0.86 to 1.19 for different
groups of firms over the sample period.

14The share of variable capital is estimated as a nonlinear logistic function, described in more detail in Appendix.
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where the shares of input costs in total costs, Cit = FIitIit, are denoted by αsKit = FKitKit

FIitIit
,

αsLit = FLitLit

FIitIit
and αsMit = FMitMit

FIitIit
with the letter Fit denoting input prices and Iit total inputs.

The variable capital is not directly observed in the data, so Roeger and Warzynski (2004) suggest

to express its growth rate in terms of revealed productivity growth, ∆xit, and observable capital

input, ∆kit. The growth rate of variable capital input is then defined as:

∆kvit = εsx∆xit + ∆kit (2.13)

Consider the output-based and price-based Solow residuals in (2.11) and (2.12), which are

adjusted for the share of inputs in the total costs, and subtract them to obtain the following

expression:

(4qit +4pit)− αsIitΩsIit = (1− sit)αsKit[(4qit +4pit)− (4kit +4FKit)]

+ sitα
s
Kitεsx 4 xit (2.14)

where αsIitΩ
s
Iit = αsKit(4kit +4FKit) + αsLit(4lit +4FLit) + αsMit(4mit +4FMit). The left-

hand side variable represents the subtraction of Solow residuals and the right-hand side represents

the growth rate in revenues per capital weighted by the share of capital in total costs considering

productivity of a firm i at time t. The testable model of the price-cost margins (µit) corrected for

the variable capital is estimated by a system of seemingly unrelated equations containing revenue-

based Solow residuals in Eq. (2.9) and cost-based Solow residuals in Eq. (2.14):

(4qit +4pit)−
∑
I

αIit∆FIit = µit[(4qit +4pit)− (4kit +4FKit)]

(4qit +4pit)− αsIitΩsIit = (1− sit)αsKit[(4qit +4pit)− (4kit +4FKit)]

+ sitα
s
Kitεsx 4 xit (2.15)

5 Data

The firm-level data are derived from a commercial database Amadeus, collected by the consultancy

Bureau van Dijk (van Dijk (2009)). The database consists of company accounts reported to national

statistical offices for European companies. The advantage of using the company-accounts data is

that prices generally determined by state regulators are based on accounting costs of services at

the firm level (Fabrizio et al. (2007)).15 Table 1 presents the summary statistics of the variables

retrieved from the company accounts. Data Appendix describes the definitions and measurement

issues in construction of variables.

The sample contains virtually the entire population of medium and large firms in the electricity

sectors of ten European countries over the period 1997-2007.16 In particular, the firm-level data

on average account for about 95% of the total employment as compared to the aggregated data

15I use long-term annual data, which is motivated by the availability of comparable data across countries and by
the recent literature. Smeers (2005) points out that the relevant marginal cost is the long run marginal cost that is
equal to the short run marginal cost when the generation system is optimally dimensioned. However, considering
long-run marginal costs has the advantage that it smoothens the trajectory of short-run variations in capacities
where prices are not sufficient to justify new investments (Smeers (2005)).

16The coverage of Amadeus data before 1996 and after 2007 is not representative for this sector, hence these time
series are excluded from the analysis.
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Figure 2: Evolution of Lerner index

retrieved from Eurostat (2009). This is an unbalanced sample of firms over time, where the unit of

observation is a firm defined as a legal undertaking based in one of the countries of the sample.17

The electricity firms have a rather complex organizational structure with a large share of

vertically integrated firms having subsidiaries. Therefore, three sub-samples of firms are considered

to define precisely the unit of observation in the empirical analysis. The reasoning for this split

is that electricity firms are rather heterogeneous with respect to the scope and scale of their

activities. The markup is likely to be determined at higher levels of organization and not at the

level of subsidiaries. Subsidiaries are thus included only jointly in the first panel of consolidated

firms, but not as individual units of observation in any of the three panels of firms considered in

the analysis.

The first panel includes consolidated accounts of firms, which means that the subsidiaries are

included in the financial data of parent firms. These firms are large legal entities with employment,

revenues and input costs being the highest of all three panels. The second panel includes uncon-

solidated firms that have at least one subsidiary, but only the financial data of each individual

firm are considered and not of subsidiaries. The third panel includes unconsolidated firms that do

not have any subsidiaries. The firms in the third panel are typically small-sized electricity firms

that generate, distribute and/or transmit electricity in a narrowly defined local market. The firms

in the third panel are not direct subsidiaries of the firms in the second panel, but are individual

undertakings operating in locally-specific markets.18

17The dataset includes ten countries across four major zonal markets, for which sufficient amount of comparable
data are available from van Dijk (2009). The sample includes four zonal markets, which are West European zone
including Belgium, Germany, France, the Netherlands and Austria; Iberian zone including Portugal and Spain,
Nordic zone including Finland and Sweden; and Italian zone.

18Looking closer at Spanish economy, an example of consolidated firm with subsidiaries included in reported
financials would be an internationally active Iberdola S.A., an example of unconsolidated firm having subsidiaries
which are excluded from its financials would be Endesa Energia S.A., and an example for the third group would be
a locally-specific unconsolidated firm Acciona Solaris Canarias SA, which is an independent firm operating only in
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In principle, the electricity plants are part of a parent company authorized to regionally supply

energy. These subsidiaries do not compete with each other as they are region specific. Therefore,

market liberalization may not yield significantly different impact for firms within the group of the

parent company. That is the reason the plants are aggregated up to the firm level, while identified

subsidiaries of plants are taken out of the sample to compare only companies within each of three

groups that are in true competition within the markets defined. However, for these reasons, I do

not expect to see much impact of liberalization for the third panel of firms in Table 1 due to their

regional-specific character. Hence, the third panel of firms rather serves as a counterfactual group

of firms whose markups are unlikely to be affected by EU-wide liberalization efforts, but instead

more responsive to regionally-specific regulatory changes.

Descriptive statistics in Table 1 are further divided in three sub-samples with the last two

columns referring to the period before and after the second EC Electricity Directive. The average

Lerner index of around 0.47 suggests a rather oligopolistic market structure, since Lerner index

is bounded between 0 and 1 with lower values representing higher degrees of competition. The

first glance at the statistics on Lerner index reveals a decline of about 5 percentage points from

period before and after the second EC electricity directive enforced in 2003. The smallest impact

of liberalization efforts appears to be for unconsolidated firms that have no subsidiaries. Figure 5

plots Lerner index for three different groups of firms over time. There is a gradual decline over time,

which is less pronounced for the third group of regionally-specific firms, as previously suggested

by Table 1.

In what follows, I look for systematic evidence on whether this gradual decline in markups prox-

ied by Lerner index has been associated with the liberalization efforts. The preliminary evidence

above motivates further the analysis by implying downward pressure of European liberalization

efforts on the price-cost margins of electricity firms. The choice of variables in the econometric sec-

tion is motivated by this preliminary evidence. I will explicitly consider national and firm-specific

measures of regulatory change and try to account adequately for electricity firms’ attributes such

as ownership and vertical integration of their activities.

6 Results

The results section follows conceptually the second section of this paper, referring to the insti-

tutional framework. To test whether the price-cost margins were affected by the institutional

changes leading to fiercer competition, I first look at the price-cost margins and establish their

link with main determinants of competitive pressure. As motivated by the previous literature at

the beginning of this paper, I estimate the markup changes associated with cross-border arbitrage

and market concentration.19 A further attention is paid to potential spatial autocorrelation. I

consider that regional proximity of other electricity firms could matter and that firms can only

supply electricity within an interconnected infrastructure grid that limits the scope of potential

competition. All model specifications control for year and electricity activity specific effects and

potential business cycle pressures on markups.

The first block of results determines an European-wide impact of EC liberalization directives

on the markups of three different groups of firms, as defined by Table 1. This exercise is motivated

Canarias and does not report any subsidiaries.
19For example, Domowitz et al. (1988) were among the first to provide empirical evidence that concentration is

positively related to price-cost margins. Konings and Vandenbussche (2005) and Vandenbussche and Zarnic (2008)
among others show that markups may be negatively affected by import competition.
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by the official EC document suggesting that further liberalization of European electricity markets

through the second EC Directive would facilitate pro-competitive effects (Commission (2007a),

Commission (2007b)). In the second block of results, I define carefully counterfactual measures of

reform steps to verify that the price-cost margins have not declined after the second EC Electricity

Directive due to a common electricity sector effect prevalent in all European countries. In the

third block of results, I investigate the impact of privatization and unbundling on the markups by

taking into account horizontal market concentration. I conclude by discussing robustness checks.

6.1 Impact of EU Liberalization Efforts on Markups

In the baseline specification, Eq. (2.10) is used in a log-linear LS model by applying annual fixed

effects to control for any changes in markups that are common across firms.20 I further make the

standard assumption that is done in all applications of this type (see e.g. Levinsohn (1993), Konings

et al. (2005), Van Biesebroeck (2007)), that the markups are invariant within the same group of

firms. It is not possible to estimate a markup for each firm individually, because of not having

sufficient degrees of freedom. To assess the impact of EC liberalization efforts, ∆xit is interacted

with liberalization variable libt, which takes value 0 before 2003 and it is gradually increasing

from 1 to 5 during 2003-2007. This variable is motivated by the official EC document suggesting

that further liberalization of European electricity markets through the second EC Directive would

gradually facilitate pro-competitive effects particularly from 2003 onwards Commission (2007a),

Commission (2007b).21 The baseline regression model is then specified as:

∆yit = ai + µ1∆xit + β1∆xit × libt
+ β2∆xit ×∆mjt + β3∆xit ×∆hjt + β4∆xit × Φit + β5∆xit ×∆gdpjt

+ β6∆mjt + β7∆hjt + β8Φit + β9∆gdpjt +Dt ×Gi + εit (2.16)

where the dependent variable (∆yit) represents the subtraction of Solow residuals and the

parameters of the main interest are the average price-cost margin captured by the estimation

coefficient µ1, while β1 captures the effect of EU-wide liberalization on price-cost margins. The

model also includes other potential determinants of price-cost margins. To asses the effect of

increased cross-border arbitrage and market concentration on firms’ price-cost margins, ∆xit is

interacted with the electricity sector (j) trade arbitrage, Tjt, and market concentration, Hjt, at

time t.22 The coefficients β2 and β3 indicate the change in price-cost margin associated with

changes in trade arbitrage (∆mjt) and market concentration (∆hjt).

In all specifications with interaction effects, the main effects of variables are included to exclude

the possibility that main effects and interaction effects are confounded (referring to coefficients from

β6 to β9). A set of controls such as real growth of GDP (∆gdpjt) and year dummies Dt control

for business cycles and macro effects common across firms over time. Market liberalization may

20Following the results of the Hausman test I prefer a fixed-effects model over a random-effects model. The
F-test indicated that fixed effects were significant in all model specifications. I control for business cycles with the
real GDP growth rates to proxy for country-level shifts of demand as in Vandenbussche and Zarnic (2008). The
Appendix describes the data and variables in more detail.

21The mechanism of EU legislation is explained comprehensively in Section 2. I have also experimented with
different measures of EU-wide liberalization progress, but did not observe any substantial impact on the markups
during the first electricity directive.

22I measure trade arbitrage as imports over imports and sales of electricity output of country k at time t, similar
to Vandenbussche and Zarnic (2008). Market concentration is proxied by Herfindahl index as the sum of the squares
of the market shares of each individual firm computed at the 3-digit electricity sector for country-year pairs.
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have a different impact on power generating firms than on transmission or distribution firms. I

account for heterogeneity of these three types of electricity firms by including a dummy variable

distinguishing them in econometric estimations, which is interacted with year effects (Dt ×Gi) to

obtain a time-variant measure. The coefficient ai is an unobservable firm-level fixed effect, which

may capture unobserved sunk costs, quality of the managers, and other fixed factors I may not

observe (as in Konings et al. (2005)).

6.1.1 Regional Proximity

A particular effort is made to control for potential spatial autocorrelation as the supply of electricity

is geographically constrained by the interconnected infrastructure grid and potentially influenced

by geographical distance between firms in one region. I address this issue in two ways. First, I

impose the structure on the error term by clustering firms according to pertinent zonal markets

capturing dyads of regions, which share an interconnected infrastructure grid. Second, I introduce

a control variable that captures the effect of regional proximity of firms on their markups, denoted

by Φit in (2.16).

For this purpose, I use information on a firm’s activity in a certain geographical region of

each country. Since I do not have the data on exact geographical distances between all regions

of firms’ origin, I construct a proxy measure of regional proximity. First, I calculate a deviation

of each firm’s Lerner index from the average Lerner index of countries’ regions in a certain year.

This variable is then interacted with ∆xit, so that β4 gives the effect of regional proximity on the

markup. The latter approach implicitly assumes that competition intensifies with more firms closer

one to another. Second for robustness reasons, I define regional proximity as a vector of regional

weights, identifying the firms sharing the same regions. Both measures of regional proximity yield

an intuitive result that the average markups decrease with geographical proximity of firms. These

approaches are motivated by the literature on spatial autocorrelation in network industries.23

6.1.2 Baseline Results

Table 2 reports the estimation results of the baseline model specified by (2.10) for three groups

of firms. The average price-cost margin is estimated at almost 45% for the largest consolidated

firms in column (1), 42% for unconsolidated firms having subsidiaries in column (2), and the lowest

markups of 37% for the group of unconsolidated firms not having any subsidiaries in column (3).

These point estimates are roughly compared to the recent evidence by the Commission (2007a),

Commission (2007b). Their report documents a large variation in terms of price-cost margins

across six European countries, ranging from 31% for the UK to 51% for Germany during 2003-

2005. In contrast to their study, I do not have comparable data for the UK but I include a larger

sample of ten countries for a longer period of 1997-2007, as described in Data Appendix.

The level of price-cost margin is relatively high, which confirms the view of Smeers (2005) that

the level of competition in the European electricity sectors remains unsatisfactory as the integration

of national electricity systems into a single internal European electricity market is not progressing

23As discussed by Fischer and Griffith (2008) autocorrelation is attributable to the configurational arrangement
of observations and the problem might arise in situations where the observations are non-independent over space
with nearby spatial regions associated in some way. An alternative approach could be to directly model spatial
autocorrelation among flow residuals by introducing a spatial error structure reflecting origin and destination au-
toregressive dependence among origin–destination flows, as proposed by Fischer and Griffith (2008). This measure is
not possible to construct with the data on electricity firms, because there is very scarce information on destinations
of electricity purchases.
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Table 2: Baseline results: Effect of EU liberalization efforts on markups

fast. The results further indicate that the markups have declined due to EU-wide liberalization

efforts in the order of 2 percent each year from 2003 onwards for consolidated firms in column (1)

and 3 percent for unconsolidated firms having subsidiaries in column (2), which is consistent with

a decline in Lerner index shown by Figure 5. As expected, the EU-wide liberalization has not

affected the markups of regionally-specific unconsolidated firms having no subsidiaries in column

(3).

In line with previous sections, the price-cost margins are negatively associated with cross-

border arbitrage and positively associated with market concentration.24 On the one hand, highly

concentrated sectors reflect less competitive pressure, which allows firms to exert a certain degree

of their monopoly power reflected in higher price-cost margins.

These effects are particularly strong for firms in column (2) of Table 2. The negative coefficient

-0.02 in column (2) suggests that an increase in arbitrage of 10 percentage points is equivalent

to a decline in the average price-cost margin of 2 percentage points. The estimate of 0.01 in

column (2) suggests that an increase in market concentration of 10 percentage points is equivalent

to an increase in the average price-cost margin of 1 percent. The measure of regional proximity

yields an intuitive result that the average markups decrease with geographical proximity of firms,

24The average Herfindahl index (HHI) calculated with the data is on average rather low at 15% and has gradually
dropped from 43% in 1995 to 12% in 2007. As discussed by Smeers (2005), in restructured electricity markets even
companies with very small market share can exert significant market power. Import penetration is on average around
68% with the large variation across the sample of countries, ranging from 2% for Norway and 98% for Luxembourg,
which in contrast to Norway imports most of its electricity from neighboring countries.
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particularly for large consolidated firms (1) and regionally-specific unconsolidated firm having no

subsidiaries (3).

Although indicative and economically intuitive, the orders of magnitude presented here have

to be interpreted with caution, since a rather low R2 indicates that some variance in the data is

unexplained by the model. In the previously described Roeger method the measurement errors

theoretically equal zero, however the following reasoning sheds some light why measurement errors

might not disappear in differences of Solow residuals.

A possible explanation lies in construction of the capital variable. It is customary to measure

the rental price of capital through the definition of rental price of capital using the appropriate

nominal after-tax interest rate proxied by a long-term real interest rate, expected rate of change

in price of capital good and price of capital goods (e.g. see Martins et al. (1996), Konings and

Vandenbussche (2005), Konings et al. (2005) formulated as Zjt(rkt+djt) with a country-level price

index of investment goods (Zjt), a long-term real interest rate (rkt) at time t for country k, and

depreciation of capital (djt).

This measure is the best approximation one can get from the data, but it might depart somewhat

from the true rental price of capital for the following reasons discussed by Forsman et al. (1996).

The financing sources differ across firms and over time, so that a long bond yield cannot describe

well the nominal cost of capital, which in turn could also be influenced by corporate taxation.

Therefore, the correct deflator is not the immediate behavior of any aggregate price index, but

rather of expected behavior of the price of a particular capital good over a long-term investment

plan. Consequently, Forsman et al. (1996) show that the Roeger method will produce consistently

higher estimates of markup levels and lower estimates of changes in markups.

6.2 Counterfactual Measures of Institutional Reforms

In this sub-section, I look for counterfactual measures of regulatory change to verify that the

price-cost margins have not declined after the second EC Electricity Directive due to a common

electricity sector effect prevalent in all European countries. I use all available information from the

national and external sources to construct the variables that are in line with the economic intuition

discussed in the recent literature, which is presented in the previous sections. Detailed descriptions

of variables and sources are provided in Appendix. The econometric specification is defined in a

similar way as previously in Eq. (16), but instead of an EU-wide liberalization measure (libt) I

consider sequentially the measures of regional-specific institutional reforms (Rjt):

∆yit = ai + µ1∆xit + β1∆xit ×Rjt
+ β2∆xit ×∆mjt + β3∆xit ×∆hjt + β4∆xit × Φit + β5∆xit ×∆gdpjt

+ β6∆mjt + β7∆hjt + β8Φit + β9∆gdpjt +Dt ×Gi + εit (2.17)

where the parameter of the main interest is β1 that captures the effect of a specific institutional

measure on the price-cost margin. I estimate several different models, including each time a

different measure of institutional reform. The choice of measures is motivated directly by Section

2 and builds upon the same data used in figures presented there. The rest of variables are the

same as in Table 2. Table 4 presents the results of different model specifications in rows for three

groups of firms in columns. All specifications use Eq. (2.17), but for presentation purposes the

focus lies on the effect of each institutional measure on the price-cost margin while omitting the
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Table 3: Baseline results: Location-specific measures of liberalization
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Table 4: Baseline results: Effect of ownership on markups

presentation of other variables for brevity.

A de jure policy in Model (1), measured by the number of years from the establishment of

national electricity liberalization act, and de facto operating time of the authority (Model 2)

assigned to its implementation are expected to enhance market competitiveness reflected by lower

markups. The results suggest that the longer in time the national authority operates, the lower

the markups. While the effect is comparable across the first two groups of firms, it is not statically

significant for the third group of firms (3). Models (3) to (5) capture the effect of wholesale and

retail market functioning on the price-cost margins. Intuitively, a better access to the wholesale

and retail markets would foster competitive behavior on demand and supply sides of the market.

I expect that pro-competitive effect would lead to lower markups.

Consistently the results indicate that price-cost margins are negatively associated with better

functioning of wholesale and retail markets. The retail market access effect is dominantly driven

by the ability of large industrial consumers to switch between electricity providers for the group

of consolidated firms in column (1) of Table 3. To give further insights about the strictness of

institutional market barriers, I refer to the OECD indices of vertical integration and regulatory

burden in the last rows. Note that the OECD indicators are inverted, so that higher values refer

to greater competition.

The annual decrease in vertical integration negatively affects only the markups of consolidated

firms in column (1) of Table 3. This suggests that greater market foreclosure due to vertical

integration of transmission and distribution channels is significantly related to higher markups of

the largest consolidated firms. However, their markups do not seem to be affected by decreasing
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overall regulatory burden in the market, while it matters for the other two groups. Intuitively,

high regulatory constraints such as entry barriers and rigid financial contracts captured by the last

measure prevent new entry and to a certain degree condition less-competitive behavior reflected

by high price-cost margins.

6.3 Privatization, Unbundling and Horizontal Concentration

Joskow (1997) among others points out that production of electricity used to rely intensively on

public or private monopoly suppliers, whose strategic behavior has been regulated by governments.

The cost-inefficient storage of electricity and limited interconnection capacities have favored verti-

cally integrated firms in concentrated markets. Damijan et al. (2005), Damijan and Knell (2005)

and Konings et al. (2005) further suggest that privatization could lead to more competitive out-

comes as the changes in ownership structure improve the performance of firms, however conditional

on the prevailing market concentration. Their studies motivate the choice of the ownership vari-

ables and guide interpretation of the results in line with economic intuition presented in Section

2.

To estimate the markup effect of firm-level private ownership and unbundling conditional on

horizontal market concentration, I interact ∆xit with measure of market concentration (∆hjt) and

measure of private ownership or bundling. This information is sequentially captured by a dummy

variable vit, taking value 1, if a firm is private-owned and alternatively, if it bundles transmission

and distribution channels, and 0 otherwise. Since firm-level ownership data is rather scarcely

reported in the data source and the effects may be affected by a truncated sample, I compare the

results based on firm-level and country-level ownership. The country-level measure of privatization

is based on the OECD index of state ownership. The estimated regression is:

∆yit = ai + µ1∆xit + β1∆xit ×∆hjt × vit
+ β2∆xit ×∆mjt + β3∆xit ×∆hjt + β4∆xit × Φit + β5∆xit ×∆gdpjt

+ β6∆mjt + β7∆hjt + β8Φit + β9∆gdpjt +Dt ×Gi + εit (2.18)

where the rest of explanatory variables resemble the variables used in (2.16). Table 4 presents

the results for two groups of firms, but not for the group of consolidated firms, because most of

them are vertically integrated firms with mixed private and state ownership. Looking at the firm

ownership in columns (1) to (2), I find that private-owned firms exhibit lower markups if market

concentration of the incumbent firms is high.25 A negative coefficient of 0.03 in column (3) suggests

that vertically integrated firms exhibit much higher markups in concentrated markets. The effects

of firm-specific measures of ownership and bundling are statistically significant only for the group

of unconsolidated firm having subsidiaries.

6.4 Robustness Checks

6.4.1 Alternative Model Specification

An alternative model specification is used to consider firms’ allocation of capital assets as defined

by Eq. (2.15). This method provides an alternative way to estimate the price-cost margins by

25The regression results using ownership status are based on lesser observations, because I drop from the analysis
those firms for which I could not trace ownership information in the Amadeus data. This ensures that the information
I use is a good measure of whether a firm is private-owned or not.
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Table 5: Robustness checks with the variable capital model: Effect of EU liberalization efforts on
markups

maintaining the hypothesis that marginal costs and marginal revenues are unobservable and thus

price-cost margins are estimated using the notion of total factor productivity.26

Table 5 documents that the estimates of price-cost margins are not sensitive with respect to an

alternative model specification. In particular, I try to account for the part of markup related to a

scarcity rent utilization rit(qit) in Eq. (2.3). The results from the variable capital model estimated

by (2.15) in columns (1) to (3) are consistent with the theory. The consideration of capital asset

allocation is associated with somewhat lower markups in the order of 1 percentage point. This is

largely due to data observations that on average more than 90 percent of capital is fixed in the

electricity sector. The effect of EU-wide liberalization is significant for the first two groups of firms

in the order of 2 percent-decrease in markups per year, as observed also in Table 2. The sample

size and the rest of explanatory variables are also the same as in Table 2 and yield similar results

in Table 5.

The results above imply that the price-cost margins are on average still relatively high across

26The variable capital approach steps aside from the price-cost margin (PCM) method applied to the electricity
sector among others by Joskow and Schmalensee (1983), Wolfram (1999) and Wolak (2003). This strand of literature
argues that the production technology in the electricity sector is straightforward and well understood and thus
marginal costs can be directly computed on the basis of the input costs and generated output. As the second
alternative, I have experimented with the PCM model that gave similar results (as shown by Figure 5) and is thus
not presented here for brevity. As the third alternative, I have borrowed a concept developed by Olley and Pakes
(1996) to correct the price-cost margins for productivity shocks with an instrument that includes a polynomial of
input costs. This method also gave similar results, but I found it less suitable because it severely truncated the
sample due to its requirement of non-negative capital values over consecutive years.
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Table 6: Robustness checks with the variable capital model: Location-specific measures of regula-
tory change
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Table 7: Robustness checks: A balanced panel of firms

the sample of countries. As discussed in the previous literature (e.g. Jamasb and Pollitt (2005) and

Roeller et al. (2007), this is likely due to regulatory constraints, insufficient unbundling and limited

cross-border trade of electricity due to the existing interconnection grid. Table 6 presents the

results on region-specific regulatory changes to investigate their impact on the price-cost margins

of electricity firms. The results from the variable capital model in Table 6 come close to the ones

from the baseline model in Table 4, which adds to the robustness of the results. The above results

are consistent with the theoretical literature and imply a gradual decline in markups associated with

industry restructuring. In particular, the results give support for theoretical models emphasizing

the complementarity and sequencing of reforms that gradually increase competitive pressure (see

e.g. Dewatripont and Roland (1992), Dewatripont and Roland (1995)).

6.4.2 Sample Selection

Additional robustness checks are presented in Table 7 to verify the selection of the sample and

validity of the results. Following Eq. (2.10) I first check whether the results in Table 2 are

influenced by using a balanced panel of continuing firms over the sample period. Using a balanced

panel may result in a selection bias, because no allowance is made for entry and exit.27 Comparing

the results of the balanced and unbalanced sample for the fixed-effects estimator enables us to

determine whether this estimator adequately corrects for the selection bias, that is, whether exit

27This robustness check is motivated by Van Biesebroeck (2007), Van Biesebroeck (2008).
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decisions at the firm level are only determined by the time-invariant firm-specific effects.

Comparing the results in the first row of Table 7 to the first row of Table 2, the ranking of

markups still holds for the first two groups of firms. However, for the last group of firms the

markup appears to be higher than observed in Table 2, which is likely due to a rather unbalanced

panel of these firms over time (i.e. 1932 observations in Table 7 compared to 3262 in Table 2). The

effect of EU-wide effect of liberalization is highly statistically significant only for the second group

of unconsolidated firms having subsidiaries. The effect of regional proximity still holds strongly

for the first group of consolidated firms and the third group of firms without any subsidiaries.

The rest of effects are similar to the results presented in Table 2. On average, the results appear

to be rather robust to sample selection issues. I have also experimented with alternative model

specifications as described in the previous sub-section. The results from alternative models were

similar to the ones presented in Table 7 and are here omitted for brevity.

7 Conclusion

This paper has presented a number of estimates of price-cost margins and their relationship with

economic integration of European electricity systems towards a single European market. The

results are in line with the theoretical literature and imply a gradual decline in markups associ-

ated with liberalization and restructuring of the electricity sector. I find that greater openness to

cross-border trade, better access to wholesale and retail markets and privatization in concentrated

markets are associated with a decline in markups. By contrast, greater market concentration and

bundling of transmission and distribution channels are associated with higher markups.

Exploiting the variation in staging of institutional reforms across different European coun-

tries, this paper provides robust firm-level evidence of their impact on the price-cost margins of

European electricity firms. The purpose of this study is to focus on direction of the effect of liberal-

ization efforts on the markups, rather than to provide point-estimates of markup levels. Although

economically intuitive, the orders of magnitude have to be interpreted with caution in line with

assumptions taken in the empirical model.

An effective economic integration of the European electricity systems would on average defi-

nitely reduce the markups of incumbents (Smeers (2005)). This would be in line with the internal

market principle that competition would develop as a result of the economic integration, which

would in turn reduce the markups of even the largest incumbent firms. However, I find that in spite

of the EC liberalization efforts, the electricity firms on average still exhibit considerable price-cost

margins of about 40 percent. Nonetheless, the estimated markups appear to be larger than most

theoretical models would predict (Wolfram (1999), Borenstein et al. (2002) and Bushnell et al.

(2008)).

In conclusion, the findings confirm the discussions in the previous literature about the sluggish

progress of the integration process, which is mainly due to inadequate harmonization measures,

insufficient unbundling and limited cross-border trade that are needed to foster competition and

reduce the market power of firms (Jamasb and Pollitt (2005), Smeers (2005) and Roeller et al.

(2007). Smeers (2005) further notes that the economic integration can be achieved by ex-ante

policy instruments improving transmission and balancing in the European electricity system.
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8 Annex A: Data

The data used in this study are the annual company accounts data reported at the end of each year,
which are compiled from Amadeus organized by the Bureau van Dijk (van Dijk (2009)). I carefully
compile the data on variables that proxy for institutional reforms from the national statistical offices
and official reports of European Commission. The composite indicators of market regulation are
retrieved from the OECD data (OECD (2009)). The additional annual data on control variables,
i.e. the country-level real GDP growth rates, the real long-term interest rates, and the price index
of investment goods, are obtained from the Ameco database from the ECFIN department at the
European Commission. The product-level trade data are retrieved from Eurostat External Trade
Database.

Regarding cleaning of the data, I exclude clearly wrong entries such as extremely high growth
rates in employment, material or labor costs. I consider only those observations where the share
of material costs and the share of labor costs in turnover is larger than 1 percent and smaller
than 100 percent and exclude the extreme values of nominal growth in input and output. By
doing so, I excluded roughly 2 percent of observations from the raw data. I consider only the
firms that report active legal status to exclude the possibility that the results are affected by the
firms in the consolidation process. Moreover, I consider only the firms from those countries for
which I have comparable and complete information, that is, I are able to retrieve complete data
for Austria, Belgium, Germany, France, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway, Portugal, Spain, and Sweden.
After cleaning, the firm-level dataset reported in the summary statistics and used in the analysis
is representative as it on average accounts for 95 percent (92 percent) of the aggregate Eurostat
data in terms of employment (revenues) for the entire electricity sector.

The data cover a representative sample of firms in the electricity sector across a set of European
countries for which complete and comparable data are available for the period 1995-2007. The firms
are identified at the 4-digit Nace Rev.1.1 industrial activity level. The data allow us to distinguish
each firm’s participation in generation, transmission and distribution of electricity, classified under
Nace Rev.1.1 codes 4011-4013. I obtain the indication of their diversification by referring to their
reported status in primary and secondary codes of industrial classification.

The variables used in the econometric models are the following. The firm-level operating revenue
in each year provided in Amadeus is used to proxy the output variable. I prefer operating revenues
to sales, because they include realizations of previous stocks, however the direction and significance
of results do not change substantially when using sales instead of revenues. For the value of capital
I use the book value of tangible fixed assets for each firm in each year. The labor costs reported
in Amadeus proxy the wage bill variable. The material costs variable is simply proxied by the
firm-level total material costs consisting of the factor price multiplied by the quantity of materials.

The capital variable is defined in line with Konings and Vandenbussche (2005) as the user cost
of capital multiplied by its nominal value. The user value of capital is defined as Zjt(rkt + djt)
with a country-level price index of investment goods Zjt, a long-term real interest rate rkt at time
t for country k, and depreciation of capital, djt, of the average rate of 15 percent which is in line
with the Commission (2007a), Commission (2007b) stating that the average depreciation of capital
in the electricity sector for EU15 lies between 10 and 20 percents. I simulated the sensitivity of
price-cost margins towards different depreciation rates, price indices of investment goods, and real
interest rates. Allowing for 5 percent changes, the point estimates vary within the range of 1
percent, without altering the signs of estimated coefficients.

Firm-specific bundling is a firm-level measure computed by using the information from Amadeus
on the secondary industrial activities of each firm. It is a dummy variable taking value 1, if a firm
reports its presence in both transmission and distribution of electricity. The variable captures
strictly the bundling of electricity transmission and distribution at the firm-level. The information
on ownership is collected directly from the companies and retrieved from Amadeus database, which
receives information from its providers from all European countries. This information is analyzed
to identify each cross-border holding or subsidiary link by the national identification number of
the companies involved. Besides the percentage share of direct owners, the ownership status also
comprises information about the nationality of the ownership, private and foreign. The regressions
using ownership status are based on lesser observations, because I drop from the analysis those
firms for which I could not trace ownership information in the Amadeus data. This ensures that
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the information used provides a good measure of whether a firm is domestically privately owned,
foreign-owned or state-owned. The ownership status does not vary and refers to the latest data
collected, because the ownership status is only recorded at the time that the data are collected by
Bureau Van Dyk. I therefore used two different CD-ROMS, the one referring to the data collected
in the year 2007 and the other referring to the data collected in 2009 to trace the changes in
ownership status.

Market concentration in the regression analysis is measured by the Herfindahl index, which is
the sum of squared market share of firms in a given three-digit Nace Rev.1.1 industry. Time-series
of the market share of the largest firm in the electricity sector are retrieved from the Eurostat
structural data for the energy sector. The measure of availability of generator plants is computed
as the share of electricity output provided by each type of generators in the total electricity output
per each country and year, based on the Eurostat structural data on energy sector. The measure of
trade arbitrage is the ratio of imports to the sum of domestic sales and imports in a given three-digit
industry, based on the product-level trade data from Eurostat External Trade Database.

Several different variables at the national-sector and firm levels are constructed to proxy for
institutional reforms in the econometric analysis. The EC Electricity Directives are defined in
line with the EC official documents (Commission (2007a), Commission (2007b)). The measure of
national legislation refers to the date of implementation of the first national Electricity Act. The
variable of operational regulatory authority refers to the date at which the country established an
operating authority to regulate the national electricity market. The variable of wholesale market
opening is based on the information on operation of organized market exchanges: Austria estab-
lished EXAA in 2000, Belgium Belpex in 2006, Western Denmark joined in 1999 and Eastern
Denmark in 2000 the Nord Pool, Finland joined the Nord Pool in 1998, France established Pow-
ernext in 2001, Italy Ipex in 2004, the Netherlands APX in 1999, Norway the Nord Pool in 1993,
Portugal Mibel in 2004, Spain OMEL in 1998, Sweden joined the Nord Pool in 1996, England
and Wales established the organized market in 1990 and since March 2001 formed NETA. The
Greek and Luxembourgese wholesale electricity market were initiated in 2007. The Irish single
electricity market (SEM) was agreed in 2004, but trading began in 2007. The measures of full and
initial retail market opening are based on the information about national retail electricity markets
for industrial users and respectively for household users. At these dates, consumers are given a
choice to choose between different electricity suppliers. In the first years of initial opening for most
European countries during 1998-2001, the share of consumer switching across the countries varied
from low 2% (Belgium) and medium 10-30% (Austria, France, Germany, Ireland, Luxembourg,
the Netherlands, Spain, Portugal) to over 50% (the Nord Pool and the UK) for the large indus-
trial consumers. In a comparable period, switching of small industrial consumers and households
remained below 10% for most countries, except the Nord Pool and the UK (30-50%). All these
variables take 0 in the pre-event window and the number of years since its implementation in each
consecutive year of the post-event window to capture the gradual effect of reform steps.

The measures on liberalization efforts above are complemented by the OECD database on
indicators of regulation in energy, transport and communications (ETCR, OECD (2009)). ”Index
of regulatory constraints”, ”Index of entry barriers”, ”Index of vertical integration”, and ”Index of
state ownership” refer to the composite indices originally compiled by Conway and Nicoletti (2006).
The indices are bounded by the interval [0,6], where higher values represent larger constraints of
market regulation. ”Index of regulatory constraints” combines information in three main areas,
i.e. state control, barriers to entry, and involvement in business operations. All of these regulatory
data are vetted by Member country officials and/or OECD experts. The indicators are calculated
using a bottom-up approach in which the regulatory data are quantified using an appropriate
scoring algorithm. Further detailed information on construction and robustness of these indicators
are reported by Conway and Nicoletti (2006). For the purpose of this study the values of OECD
indices are inverted, so that the highest values represent greater competition.

The sources are the following. The information about national legislation, wholesale and retail
markets is compiled from the official documents of national regulatory authorities, i.e. Electric-
ity Regulatory Authority (E-Control) for Austria, Commission for Electricity and Gas Regulation
(CREG) for Belgium, Energy Regulatory Authority (DERA) for Denmark, Energy Market Au-
thority (EMV) for Finland, Electricity Regulation Commission (CRE) for France, Federal Network
Agency for Electricity, Gas, Telecommunications, Posts and Railway (BnetzA) for Germany, Reg-
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ulatory Authority for Energy (RAE) for Greece, Commission for Energy Regulation (CER) for
Ireland, Regulatory Authority for Electricity and Gas (AEEG) for Italy, Luxembourg Institute
for Regulation (ILR) for Luxembourg, Office of Energy Regulation (DTE) for the Netherlands,
Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Directorate (NVE) for Norway, Energy Services Regu-
latory Authority (ERSE) for Portugal, National Energy Commission (CNE) for Spain, Swedish
Energy Market Inspectorate for Sweden, Office of Gas and Electricity Markets (Ofgem) for the
UK. Computations based on indicators of electricity retail market competition by Al-Sunaidy and
Green (2006). The composite indices are retrieved from the OECD market regulation database,
which is compiled by Conway and Nicoletti (2006) and updated by OECD (2009).

9 Annex B: The Baseline Model

The firm-specific price markup over marginal cost is derived by following the approach developed
by Roeger (1995) and among others applied by Konings and Vandenbussche (2005) and Vanden-
bussche and Zarnic (2008) to the firm-level data. Similar to Hall (1988), consider a log-linear
homogeneous production function Qit = G(Kit, Lit,Mit)Eit for output Qit, where Kit, Lit, and
Mit are capital, labor and material inputs, and Eit is a shift variable representing changes in pro-
ductivity efficiency of a firm i at time t. This consideration is standard in literature (e.g. Hall
(1988), Olley and Pakes (1996), Fabrizio et al. (2007), so that the function is of Cobb-Douglas
type: Qit = G(Kit, Lit,Mit)Eit or Qit = exp(eit)K

αK
it LαL

it M
αM
it .

In order to account for simultaneity bias coming from the correlation between the TFP growth
and production inputs, Hall (1988) uses instruments. The aggregate instruments are not plausible
in the firm-level analysis, because there is no variation across firms and valid firm-level instruments
are not available in the data. Roeger (1995) circumvents this issue by subtracting the price-based
from the output-based Solow residual, which leads to cancelation of the residual TFP term. Using
the Solow residual (SRit), Hall (1988) measures the productivity growth as the output growth net
weighted growth of the production factors, described as:

SRit = 4qit − (ξit − αLit − αMit)4 kit − αLit 4 lit − αMit 4mit +4eit (B.1)

where small letters refer to the logarithms and ξit denotes economies of scale parameter. Equation
(B.1) considers the share of inputs in the firm operating revenues, where the shares of labor and
material costs in total revenues (PitQit) of a firm i at time t are denoted by αLit = FLitLit

PitQit
and

αMit = FMitMit

PitQit
with the letters F and P denoting input and output prices. Decomposition of the

markup and the technology component is a crucial step in the Roeger approach and (B.1) can be
expressed in the following form:

SRit = µit(4qit −4kit) + (ξit − µit)4 eit (B.2)

where µit = Pit−cit
Pit

is the Lerner index for a firm i at time t. The right-hand side is decomposed

in the markup and the pure technology component.28 In the output-based residual SRit, the growth
of firm’s i revenues is denoted by ∆qit and the growth rate of capital by4kit at time t. Similarly in
the price-based residual SRPit, the growth rates of capital costs and output prices are respectively
denoted by ∆FKit and ∆pit. The price-based or the dual Solow residual (SRPit) is then defined
from the relationship between the marginal cost and the output price and it can be expressed in
the following form:

SRPit = (ξit − αLit − αMit)4 FKit + αLit 4 FLit + αMit 4 FMit −4pit +4eit
= (ξit − µit)4 eit − µit(4pit −4FKit) (B.3)

where FKit denotes the price of capital employed in the production function. The innovation
of Roeger (1995) comes from using the dual Solow residual (SRPit) to substitute for a change

28Roeger (1995) shows that the change in the marginal cost (4cit) is a weighted average of the changes in input
prices (FIit) with respect to their relative cost shares in the firm’s cost function (φIit), accounting for the change
in technology (eit), i.e. 4cit = φIit4FIit −4eit.
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in productivity efficiency of a firm i at time t denoted by 4eit in (B.2). The advantage is that
this method does not require instruments, which are large unavailable at the firm-level (but at
aggregate level do not make sense due to little cross-firm variation). Subtracting the dual Solow
residual from the primal Solow residual with Lerner index λit is derived in the following manner:

(4qit +4pit)− (4kit +4FKit) =
1

µit
[(4qit +4pit)− αLit(4lit +4FLit)

−αMit(4mit +4FMit)− (ξit − αLit − αMit)(4kit +4Fkit)]

µit[(4qit +4pit)− (4kit +4FKit)]− [(4qit +4pit)
+(ξit − αLit − αMit)(4kit +4Fkit)] = αLit(4lit +4FLit) + αMit(4mit +4FMit)

(4qit +4pit)− [(ξit − αLit − αMit)(4kit +4Fkit) + αLit(4lit +4FLit)
+αMit(4mit +4FMit)] = µit[(4qit +4pit)− (4kit +4FKit)]

where the share of inputs (Iit) in total revenues (PitQit) are denoted by αIit = FIitIit
PitQit

with
the letters F and P representing input and output prices. To obtain a price-cost margin term
µit = Pit−cit

cit
, which can be directly estimated, one has to subtract the price-based residual SRPit

from the output-based residual SRit as:

(4qit +4pit)−
∑
I

αIit∆FIit = µit[(4qit +4pit)− (4kit +4FKit)] (B.4)

10 Annex C: The Variable Capital Model

Roeger and Warzynski (2004) point out that electricity firms could adopt more efficient ways to use
the capital in generation of electricity. For example, firms could adopt more efficient techniques due
to further deregulation of markets leading to increased competition. Technological improvements
and further deregulation of European electricity markets could lead to reorganization of the capital
stock, which would in turn reduce the use of fixed capital and free a fraction of variable capital for
adjustments to changing market conditions. If this is the case, then the markup estimates should
be controlled for the variable part of capital that responds to shifts in market conditions. If by
contrast, the capital is considered as fully fixed, then the markup estimates will be biased upwards.

In what follows, I consider in line with Roeger and Warzynski (2004) that the total capital
stock includes a fraction of capital that is adjusted to current demand and cost conditions. Within
the log-linear homogeneous production function Qit = G(Kit, Lit,Mit)Eit, consider now that the

capital stock Kit = Kv
it + Kf

it includes both fixed capital Kf
it and variable capital input Kv

it.
However, the share of variable capital is not directly observed in the data, hence Roeger and
Warzynski (2004) propose a model that estimates the share of fixed capital in the production
function. The model builds upon the Roeger (1995) approach with the markup term included
in the TFP growth, but in addition exploits the bias in the TFP measurement proportional to
the share of fixed capital. Similar to the Roeger (1995) model, define first the output-based and
price-based Solow residuals, respectively SRsit and SRP sit, as:

SRsit = 4qit − (αsKit 4 kit + αsLit 4 lit + αsMit 4mit) +4eit (C.1)

SRP sit = αsKit 4 FKit + αsLit 4 FLit + αsMit 4 FMit −4pit −4eit (C.2)

where the fractions of input costs in total costs (FIitIit) are denoted by αsKit = FKitKit

FIitIit
,

αsLit = FLitLit

FIitIit
and αsMit = FMitMit

FIitIit
with the letter F denoting input prices and Iit total inputs.

The contribution of factors and their prices to output and output prices should be weighted with
their respective shares in variable costs, however the variable costs are not directly observed in
the data. Following Roeger and Warzynski (2004), I first identify the measure of variable capital
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and derive the model where the estimate of price-markup is controlled for the presence of variable
capital.

10.1 Definition of Variable Capital

Within the log-linear production function Qit = G(Kit, Lit,Mit)Eit, consider that the degree of
variable capital 0 ≤ sit < 1 within the capital stock Kit is defined as:

sit =
Kv
it

Kit
=

Kv
it

Kv
it +Kf

it

(C.3)

Assume that production function is a type of Leontief production function with production
inputs Nit and Kv

it used in fixed proportions, so that Nit = αKit

αLit
Kv
it:

Qsit = min(αLitLit, αKitK
v
it)−K

f
it (C.4)

The fractions of variable sit and fixed capital (1 − sit) are not directly observed in the data.
Roeger and Warzynski (2004) show that the share of variable capital sit varies with the firm size
and economic activity and suggest to use measured labor productivity as its proxy. I adopt their
assumption that both labor productivity and the variable capital share are increasing functions of
output and thus labor productivity can be used as a proxy for variable capital share sit. To clarify

this relationship, define labor productivity as xit =
Qs

it

Nit
using the above production function Qsit

and derive the relationship between the growth rate of variable capital ∆kvit and labor productivity
xit(sit) using the observed information on total capital stock Kit, as:

xit = αLit −
Kf
it

Lit
= αLit −

αLitK
f
it

αKitKv
it

= αLit +
αLit
αKit

(
sit − 1

sit
) , where

Kf
it

Kv
it

=
1

sit
− 1

In the final step, differentiate Kv
it = sitKit, which leads to:

dKv
it

dt
=
dsit
dxit

dxit
dt

Kit + sit
dKit

dt

dKv
it

dt
/Kv

it =
dsit
dxit

dxit
dt

Kit

Kv
it

+ sit
dKit

dt

∆kvit =
dsit
dxit

dxit
dt

1

sit
+ ∆kit

∆kvit =
dsit
dxit

dxit
sit

dxit
dt

/xit + ∆kit

∆kvit = εsx∆xit + ∆kit (C.5)

The variable capital is not directly observed in the data and Roeger and Warzynski (2004)
suggest to express its growth rate in terms of measured labor productivity growth, ∆xit, and
observable capital input, ∆kit. The growth rate of variable capital input is: The growth rate of
variable capital ∆kvit in (C.5), where ∆kvit is proportional to growth of total capital growth ∆kit
and labor productivity growth ∆xit weighted by the elasticity of the variable capital share with
respect to labor productivity. I use this expression further in the analysis to derive the variable-cost
based Solow residuals, specified as:
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4qit =
FKitKit

Cvit
4 kvit +

FLitLit
Cvit

4 lit +
FMitMit

Cvit
4mit +4eit (C.6)

4pit =
FKitKit

Cvit
4 FKit +

FLitLit
Cvit

4 FLit +
FMitMit

Cvit
4 FMit −4eit (C.7)

where the shares of input costs in total costs, Cit = FIitIit, are denoted by αsKit = FKitKit

FIitIit
,

αsLit = FLitLit

FIitIit
and αsMit = FMitMit

FIitIit
with the letter Fit denoting input prices and Iit total inputs.

10.2 Identification of Variable Capital

The variable capital Kv is not directly observable. Consider the function of the firm variable costs,
Cvit, specified as:

Cvit = Cit − Cfit = Cit − (1− sit)FKitKit (C.8)

Cvit
Cit

= [1− (1− sit)
FKitKit

Cit
] (C.9)

The expression (C.9) is then further used to derive the primal Solow residual weighted by the
input shares in total costs in the following manner:

FKitK
v
it

Cit
4 kvit =

FKitK
v
it + (FKitKit − FKitKit)

Cit
4 kvit

; where Kv
it = sitKit

=
FKitKit

C
4 kvit +

FKit(K
v
it −Kit)

Cit
4 kvit

=
FKitKit

Cit
4 kvit +

FKitKit(sit − 1)

Cit
4 kv

=
FKitKit

Cit
4 kvit − (1− sit)

FKitKit

Cit
4 kvit

∆kvit = εsx∆xit + ∆kit

=
FKitKit

Cit
(εsx∆xit + ∆kit)− (1− sit)

FKitKit

Cit
(εsx∆xit + ∆kit)

[1− (1− sit)
FKitKit

Cit
]4 qit =

FKitK
v
it(1 + sit − sit)
Cit

(εsx∆xit + ∆kit)

+αsLit 4 lit + αsMit 4mit +
Cvit
Cit
4 eit
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4 qit − αsKit∆kit − αsLit 4 lit − αsMit 4mit

= (1− sit)αsKit 4 qit +
FKit(K

v
it −Kit)

Cit
∆kit +

Cvit
Cit
4 eit

= (1− sit)(4qit −4kit) + αsKitε4 xit − (1− sit)αsKitεsx 4 xit +
Cvit
Cit
4 eit

SRQsit = (1− sit)(4qit −4kit) + sitα
s
Kitεsx 4 xit +

Cvit
Cit
4 eit (C.10)

Equation (C.10) is directly comparable to the result of Roeger and Warzynski (2004). A similar
logic is used to retrieve the price-based Solow residual weighted by the input shares in total costs,
that is:

4pit − αsKit∆FKit − αsLit 4 FLit − αsMit 4 FMit = (sit − 1)(4pit −4FKit)αsKit +
Cvit
Cit
4 eit

SRP sit = (sit − 1)(4pit −4FKit)αsKit +
Cvit
Cit
4 eit (C.11)

Subtraction of the primal Solow residual (C.10) from the price-based Solow residual (C.11)
gives the expression:

SRQsit − SRP sit = [1− sit]αsKit[(4qit +4pit)− (4kit +4rit)] + sitα
s
Kitεsx 4 xit (C.12)

The testable econometric model with variable capital costs can be expressed as 4Y sit = σit 4
Xs
it. The left-hand side variable (4Y sit) represents the growth rate in revenues per value of input

costs weighted by their shares in total costs and the right-hand side explanatory variable (4Xs
it)

represents the growth rate in revenues per capital weighted by the share of capital in total costs
of a firm i at time t. In the next step, the relationship between labour productivity xit and the
share of variable capital sit is described by a nonlinear logistic function defined by Roeger and
Warzynski (2004) as:

sit = [1 + exp(so + s1xit + uit)]
−1 ; where uit is an error term (C.13)
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